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Harsh signs put pupils from languages (A) Harsh and inconsistent markings puts pupils in England from learning languages over the age of 14, a report says. The launch of stricter GCSEs will further reduce interest in languages, research by the British Council and the Education
Development Fund suggests. It states that focusing on mathematics and science, as well as the perception of languages are difficult options, as well as de-motivating students and teachers. (B) Exams watchdog Ofqual said last year's language results were very stable. From September
2016, new modern LANGUAGE GCSE and A-level language programmes will be taught in England, and new exams will be taken in the summer of 2018. The study of language trends, in the 14th year of charting the state of language learning in schools in England, suggests that these
changes, especially at A-level, will deter pupils from learning languages. It says: The exam system is seen as one of the main obstacles to the successful development of language teaching. The comparative difficulty of language exams compared to other subjects, as well as the widespread
rigid and inconsistent labelling, are deeply de-motivating both students and teachers. C) The report states that EBacc, where pupils must learn English, language, maths, science and history or geography at GCSE, seems to have very little impact on the number of pupils taking languages
after 16. The uptake after GCSE is found to be of particular concern, with some public schools suggesting a small number of students prefer to take languages at the level means that the subject is becoming financially irrefutable. (D) The share of the general cohort sitting gcse on the
tongue decreased by one percentage point (to 48%) Between 2014 and 2015, ending the growth records seen since 2012, when EBacc was attracted by inch entries for each of the three major languages fell this year compared to 2014, French fell by 6%, German fell by 10% and Spanish
fell by 3%. Overall entries for A-levels are at 94% of 2002 levels, and they fell by 3% between 2014 and 2015 - French takeovers fell by 1% and German by 2.5%, while Spanish takeovers rose by almost 15%. (e) The report noted some positive developments, particularly at the primary
level, which stated that just over half of primary schools in England now have access to special knowledge in language teaching. However, primary schools report that it is difficult for them to incorporate languages into existing curricula and to recruit well-qualified teaching staff. Teresa
Tinsley, co-author of the report, said: Languages are already one of the toughest GCSEs and teachers fear there will be more pupils with the new exams get a good grade. Combine this with the expectation that a wider range of students will take the exam, and it is not surprising that
teachers feel combative. Improving their morale and the exam system is critical to the prosperity of languages in our schools. (F) a spokesman for the exam regulator, Ofqual, said: We are committed to ensuring that all GCSEs, AS and A-levels, including in modern foreign languages, are
sufficiently valid, produce fair and reliable results and have a positive impact on learning and learning. Last year's results in modern foreign languages were very stable, with only small changes in the proportions of achievement of each class compared to the previous year. We looked at
concerns that students find it harder to get the highest grades in A-level languages. We are keeping this under control and will be publishing further information soon. (G) Referring to the new modern foreign language A-levels and GCSEs taught from September this year, the spokesperson
added: Before we accredit qualifications, we check exams will be designed to provide good differentiation - including that the best students will be able to achieve high grades - and whether they are properly based on the new subject content. (H) Mark Herbert, head of school programs at
the British Council, said: The current shortage of language skills in the country is estimated to cost the economy tens of billions of lost trade and business opportunities each year. Parents, schools and businesses can play a role in encouraging our youth to learn languages in school and in
ensuring that language learning brings back the respect and prominence they deserve. Tony McAleavy, director of research and development at the Education Development Fund, said: The decline in pupils choosing GCSE and A-level languages concerns, especially when combined with
teachers' lack of faith in the exam system. Solutions are needed to give languages a stronger place in the curriculum, to make languages more compelling for students who see the exam process as a barrier, and to boost teachers morale. Here you can find the full IELTS Reading Test
Samples (both general and academic) for IELTS reading practice. All tests are constantly updated and correspond to the real exam sections. To calculate the IELTS Reading score, just follow this procedure: select one of the practice tests below and click on the first section of it. Read the
text and answer questions. Then click check and you will see the right and wrong answers and get the result. Now you can move on to the next section and do the same. After completing the third section click Get the result!. Read more about IELTS Reading IELTS Academic Reading
IELTS Academic Reading Test Reading 1 (40 questions) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Test 2 (40 questions) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Reading Test 3 (40 (40 Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Reading Test 4 (40 issues) Section 1
Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Reading Test 5 (40 issues) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Reading Test 5 (40 issues) Section 1 Section 2 IELTS Academic Reading Test Section 1 Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Test Reading 7 (40 issues) Section 1
Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Reading Test 8 (40 issues) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELT Academic Reading Test 9 (40 questions) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Reading Test 10 (40 issues) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS Academic Reading Test 11 (40
questions) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS General Reading IELTS General Reading Test 1 (40 issues) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 IELTS General Reading Test 2 (40 issues) Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 October 28 , 2014 Liz Exercise for IELTS Reading Sentence Completion.
Read the excerpt below and then answer the questions. The war on smoking makes no mistake, the move to introduce simple packaging is just the latest front in the war against smoking. Over the past decade, a ban on smoking in public places and measures to restrict displays in stores
have been introduced. But one of the issues that has been regarding health experts and ministers is the number of people who continue to take smoking, especially young people. More than 200,000 under-16s start in the UK each year - helping to ensure a viable market remains for
growers once the number of people quit smoking and die is taken into account. In countries such as the UK, where there is a ban on advertising, the package remains the last major vehicle for promotion. Hence the details and caution taken in the design packages with their laminated and
special effects of printing, foil decorations and slide holes and beveled edges. So it's no surprise that they have become known as the silent seller and mobile billboard in the industry. They're so important. (Passage from here) Issues 1-4 Will fill the sentences. Choose no more than two
words and/or a number from the passage for each answer. ........................ is the latest strategy to address the problem of smoking. A large number of new smokers, especially under the age of 16, ensures that the company's cigarettes will always have................................................... In
some countries, packaging is the only method that cigarette companies are for................... Packages are treated as...................................................... in the cigarette industry. Answers Click below to reveal the answers. Answers1. Simple packaging 2. Viable Market 3. promotion 4. Silent
Seller/Mobile Billboard (you have to choose one answer ieltsliz.com. help you prepare for the IELTS test. Liz Liz the last front - the latest development to set - to introduce makes sure - helps ensure only the method - the last vehicle for the edge - the side is seen as to be - became known as
comes as no surprise - to be expected zuhana 101 IELTS Reading Past Papers with Answers is a must-have book of IELTS for all IELTS candidates in 2020. It contains 34 genuine IELTS tests for reading or 101 excerpts from IDPs and the British Council from 2016 to 2018. This helps
IELTS students familiarize themselves with the IELTS reading test format and prepare well for the actual IELTS tests. Soon we will be updating IELTS academic practice reading the PDF 2020 test here, so please bookmark the site. You can also register with IELTS in preparation for the
IELTS test. What's inside the e-book? This book provides the necessary practice for IELTS students who want to reach Band 7 or above in the IELTS Reading section. 101 IELTS Reading past documents with responses from 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 with key answers consists of
excerpts, namely $18 $37 Written by professional IELTS teachers to help candidates on the big day 4.5 ranking Andrea Palladio: Italian architect Future never dies? CACAO: The Sweet History of TV Addiction 2 Chronometer 2 - Invention of the Marine Chronometer Father of Modern
Management Extinct: Giant Deer New Agriculture in Oregon, U.S. Exploration and Gift Discontinued Dinosaur Era Discovery meteorite Lake Inland and external marketing wiped bird migration 2 Talc Dinosaur Powder and traces of extinction What cookbooks really teach us lessons from the
past Finch on the islands of flight? Communication conflict! Agriculture and Tourism Cosmetics in the ancient past Asian Space 2 Satellite Technology Koalas Language Strategy in the multinational company Aqua Product: New zealand Igea Biodiesel British Architecture 2 Radio
Automation is a precursor to the integrated chain Bondi Beach Hunting Spirits in Madagascar! Study of Mars Traditional System of Agriculture in Africa Griffith and American films Persuasion Tea and Industrial Communication Revolution in Science Can We Contain Flooding? When the tulip
bubble burst Secrets of Persuasion Find the Way of mystery in London's Easter Swaying Footbridge Book review at Musiccophilia Returns from extinct grass in the UK behind the Blue Line of Consistent and Simultaneous Translation Also, you can explore IELTS reading materials. IELTS
Reading Samples How to Pay You Can Choose to Make Payment Through Razorpay Buy Now Review Loved It! Very recommended. I got an overall score of 8.0 in academia. Only used 3 e-books sold on this site and Cambridge IELTS books to prepare for about three weeks. Love this ebook! It gives you about what the actual reading test can be, and if you practice, it helps. By Fabiana Fabiana Such a great e-book! Full and very useful for IELTS preparation. You can find 34 complete tests with 101 excerpts of a really useful e-book, and it really makes you ready for the

exam, perfect for self-study This IELTS reading book is excellent! Thanks to this book, my reading skills are improving a lot. I love this e-book! I can practice 34 real full exams and self-assessment levels of my reading skills before I sit the IELTS test I used only this e-book and Cambridge
IELTS series to prepare for the test and I reached Band 8, which is more than I expected. I did 1 actual test of this book a day, and after 1 month I took a test and hiked my reading score from 6 to 8. I'm glad I bought this ebook! If you have any questions, please let me know in the
comments below or on the Facebook page. Click here to return to the homepage, or click one of the links below for more IELTS Excercise: Frequently asked questions It contains 34 genuine IELTS reading tests. This book will help you reach IELTS Group 7 or above in Reading No. Yes.
Perfect for self-zobutvia. It's for the ademic module. Module.
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